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INCENTIVIZE 
EMPLOYEES TO GIVE UP 
THEIR PARKING SPACE

options      the center

Parking cash out is when an employer offers an approximate cash equivalent of the cost of a subsidized 
parking space for employees who surrender their parking privileges. Parking cash out reduces the demand 
for employee parking, allows for staff expansion without adding parking, reduces greenhouse gases and 
traffic congestion, improves employee morale and health, and can be highlighted as a recruitment and 
retention benefit.

ADMINISTRATION & COST CONSIDERATIONS

Use this document to understand the administrative needs and costs, see what variations already exist, and 
assess which program format makes the most sense for your company. 

Parking cash out programs are generally implemented through Human Resources. Employees sign up as 
they would for other benefits programs. Unlike parking, transit or bicycle benefits, which are tax exempt 
up to an allowable monthly maximum1, parking cash out is not a qualified transportation expense under 
IRS 132(f) rules and therefore considered taxable income. As a result, employers incur payroll taxes on the 
amount, and employees pay income taxes if the funds are not used for an allowed transportation benefit.

PARKING CASH OUT VARIATIONS

Parking cash out is usually offered on a monthly or daily basis and 
can be combined with other incentives, such as a discounted transit 
passes or a monthly bicycle benefit. 

Monthly: Employees opt to forego a parking space for a certain 
number of months and receive the cash equivalent of the parking 
space each month. 

Daily: Employees decide on a daily basis whether they want to drive 
and park onsite or take advantage of the cash out option. Automated 
technology makes it easier to implement a daily cash out program, as 
employees can earn money for each day they do not use a parking 
pass to get into the parking lot.

1  In 2019, the monthly maximums are $265 for parking and transit, and $20 for bicycle commuting expenses.
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Offer a daily cash out program that is structured as an incentive deduction strategy. Employees 
would begin each month with $50 in a “transportation account”. For each day that they use their 
parking transponder, $7 is withdrawn from the “transportation account”. Payouts for this program 
could be tied to a monthly check, where employees receive a lump sum for the number of 
days they did not park onsite; payroll would need to coordinate with the parking department to 
verify the number of times an employee used the parking pass. While this strategy has not been 
tested for Parking Cash Out programs, a recent weight loss study showed that participants who 
were offered an incentive deduction strategy were the most likely to engage in physical activity 
each day.2 

Example C: Daily Incentive Deduction

2  http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/fear-of-losing-money-is-a-surprising-weight-loss-incentive_
us_56c49870e4b0c3c550534178

Patel MS, Asch DA, Rosin R, Small DS, Bellamy SL, Heuer J, Sproat S, Hyson C, Haff N, Lee SM, Wesby L, Hoffer K, 
Shuttleworth D, Taylor D, Hilbert V, Zhu J, Yang L, Wang X, Volpp KG: Framing

Financial Incentives to Increase Physical Activity Among Overweight and Obese Adults: A Randomized, Controlled Trial. 
Annals of Internal Medicine 164: 385-394, 6 2016.

Offer a monthly cash out option of $50 to employees who 
do not use a parking pass. This option is the easiest to 
track, as employees without a pass will receive an extra 
$50 per month that can be used all or in part for a qualified 
transportation expense or accepted as cash. Funds not used 
for qualified transportation expenses would be taxable. 
Additionally, your company could offer some sort of punch 
card or validation that employees can use to park up to 
three times per month when they may need to drive. This 
may require coordination with the parking vendor.

Example A: Monthly Cash Out

Employees earn $3 each day they do not use onsite parking, 
up to $50/month. Payouts for this program could be tied to 
a monthly check where employees receive a lump sum for 
the number of days they did not park onsite. Payroll would 
need to coordinate with the parking department to verify the 
number of times an employee used the parking pass.

Example B: Daily Cash Out

Add a Transit Pass

Offer a daily or monthly 
cash out program as 
well as an employer 
subsidized transit pass 
worth $76/month 
for MARTA or up to 
$125/month for SRTA. 
Employees can earn 
$1 per day on days 
they do not use onsite 
parking, plus receive an 
employer-purchased 
transit pass. The cost of 
the transit pass would 
be deducted pre-tax, 
saving the employer 
money. The payroll 
department would need 
to coordinate with the 
parking department 
monthly.
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A FEW REAL WORLD EXAMPLES:

Northside Hospital

Offers new employees a one-time increase in PTO hours if they 
choose to take an alternative commute and not park onsite at one 
of their buildings. Over 300 employees participated initially, and 
reduced demand for an over utilized parking lot.

VMware

Offers $25 and a free transit pass every month to employees who  
give up their parking permit.

Worldpay

Worldpay provides employees with $120 for opting out of a monthly 
parking pass.

QUALIFIED TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES

Qualified transportation costs are tax exempt, up to $265 per month for transit and parking. 
Many payroll companies offer the pre-tax benefit; if a company does manage payroll in-house, 
a payroll representative will be responsible for setting up the benefit with the payroll system.

Contact us: info@perimeterconnects.com 


